Overview

CRC Library courses are designed to equip students with vital research and critical skills, enabling their success in college classes and on the job. The student will gain "research survival skills" to cope with the information rich environment in which we live and work.

Library technical careers are accessible by completing a Library Technology program at a community college, such as Sacramento City College. Librarian careers require an advanced degree.
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Library (LIBR) Courses

LIBR 318 Library Research and Information Literacy

This course will help students acquire the information competency skills necessary to conduct academic or personal research. It provides a step-by-step guide to the research process that is applicable to term papers, course work and life-long learning.

Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:

- SLO(1): Determine the nature and extent of the information needed.
- SLO(2): Identify different types and formats of potential sources of information.
- SLO(3): Access needed information effectively and efficiently.
- SLO(4): Construct and implement effectively-designed search strategies.
- SLO(5): Use information to accomplish a specific purpose.
- Maintain a journal or log of activities related to the information seeking, evaluating, and communicating process.
- SLO(6): Evaluate information and its sources critically in order to build knowledge.
- SLO(7): Examine and compare information from various sources in order to evaluate reliability, validity, accuracy, authority, timeliness, and point of view or bias.
- SLO(8): Understand the economic, legal, social, and ethical issues surrounding information.
- Demonstrate an understanding of what constitutes plagiarism and select an appropriate documentation style and uses it consistently to cite sources.

LIBR 324 Critical Thinking and Information Literacy

This course teaches critical thinking and information literacy to allow students to thoughtfully navigate an information-rich environment. Students will learn to critically seek, access, evaluate, and use information in a variety of contexts. This includes recognizing and using inductive and deductive reasoning, rhetorical appeals, and identifying flawed logic in information sources. These are skills that are invaluable for the college classroom, the workplace, and for lifelong information consumers.

Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:

- SLO-1: Cultivate and apply searching skills in order to retrieve and use information in academic and other contexts.
- SLO-2: Critically analyze information in order to evaluate quality, relevance, authority, and purpose.
- Objective 1A: Formulate questions for research.
- Objective 1B: Apply critical thinking to determine appropriate search strategies and information tools based on scope, audience, and type of research.
- Objective 1C: Use different types of searching language (e.g. controlled vocabulary, keywords, natural language) in appropriate context (information need & tool).
- Objective 1D: Organize information in meaningful ways while synthesizing ideas gathered from multiple sources.
- Objective 2A: Demonstrate knowledge of critical reading skills to evaluate information.
LIBR 495 Independent Studies in Library

An independent studies project involves an individual student or small group of students in study, research, or activities beyond the scope of regularly offered courses. See the current catalog section of "Special Studies" for full details of Independent Studies.

**Student Learning Outcomes**

Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:

- **SLO #1:** Actively engage in intellectual inquiry beyond that required in order to pass a course of study (College Wide Learning Outcome – Area 4).
- Discuss and outline a proposal of study (that can be accomplished within one semester term) with a supervising instructor qualified within the discipline.
- Design an independent study (to be completed individually or by collaboration of a small group) to foster special knowledge, skills, and experience that are not available in any one regularly scheduled course.
- Use information resources to gather discipline-specific information.
- **SLO #2:** Utilize modes of analysis and critical thinking to apply theoretical perspectives and/or concepts in the major discipline of study to significant problems and/or educational activities (College Wide Learning Outcome – Area 3).
- Analyze and apply the knowledge, skills and experience that are involved in the independent study to theoretical perspectives and/or concepts in the major discipline of study.
- Explain the importance of the major discipline of study in the broader picture of society.
- **SLO #3:** Communicate a complex understanding of content matter of the major discipline of study (College Wide Outcome – Area 3).
- Demonstrate competence in the skills essential to mastery of the major discipline of study that are necessary to accomplish the independent study.
- **SLO #4:** Identify personal goals and pursue these goals effectively (College Wide Outcome – Area 4).
- Utilize skills from the "academic tool kit" including time management, study skills, etc., to accomplish the independent study within one semester term.

LIBR 499 Experimental Offering in Library
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